FOREWORD
This Collaborative Paper is one of a series embodying the outcome of a workshop and conference on Economic Structural Change: Analytical Issues, held at IIASA in July and August
1983.
The conference and workshop formed part of the continuing IIASA program on Patterns of Economic Structural Change and Industrial Adjustment.
Structural change was interpreted very broadly: the topics covered included the nature and causes of changes in different sectors of the world economy, the relationship between international markets and national economies, and issues of organization and incentives in large economic systems.
There is a general consensus that important economic structural changes are occurring in the world economy. There are, however, several alternative approaches to measuring these changes, to modeling the process, and to devising appropriate responses in terms of policy measures and institutional redesign.
Other interesting questions concern the role of the international economic system in transmitting such changes, and the merits of alternative modes of economic organization in responding to structural change. All of these issues were addressed by participants in the workshop and conference, and will be the focus of the continuation of the research program's work.
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Introduction
. .
The advent of the computer in the early 1950's marks a new era in Systems Analysis.
Ths flrst-wave.: .Trend simulation, by the Club of Rome and other teams, was launchec with high aspirations and expectations. The performance left much to be desired, and in 1961 a well-doc-luented appraisal stated that the hizh expectaticns had not msteri~ lized; Xappel & Schwarz, 1981.
Tn the meanwhile two lines of systems analysis had come to the fore:
Path aodels with manifest (directly observed) varii'bles, and
Psth models with latent (indirectly observed) variables.
Fg.1 shows arrow schemes for two array8 of path models, to the left. models uith MVs (manifest variables), to the right models with LVs (latent variables j .
The nodels 11-'J to the left are classical in Econometrics. The nodels 1"-11' "0 the right have their origin in Psychometrice. Models 11~'" p', mergers of 2conornetrics
and Psychometrics, were introduced in 3ociology in the mid-1960 's,.
*
Uppsala University and Unfversity of Geneva Sn.2 considers the models to the left in Fg.1, path models with MVs. Sn.7 shows the basic design of PLS modeling, Sn.8 some of its generalizations; Sn. 9 is a brief discourse on applied with with PLS, and Sn. 10 gives a concluding outlook.
2.
Path models with manifest variables (i4Vs). GETD (GEneral TD) systems: in the i:th relation of the SF (i = 1, n) the residual Ei is assumed to be uncorrelated with all variables F, x that occur in the i:th relation.
Jan

SF:
In symbols, REID and GEID systems read as follows.
SF :
p.
-B]-lrX
Thus the transfcrmstion to RETD and 3EID systems does not change the parameters /I, r, A . Agren, 1972. $5 RFP (Recursive FP) estimation: The two substeps (5)- (6) 
4.
Model building:
The ML and LS approaches NL (Maximum Likelihood) methods are the mainstream of contemporary stati.tics and econome:rics. The FP and PL5 methods are LS (~eest squares) msthods, and therefore I must discuss thsir reach and lizitstion relative to ML methods. The conpsrison is of special importance in the context of' models 0or lsrge complex systems.
The ML nethods of stati3tical inference have z general and well elaborated framework for (i) 14L estimation, (ii) hypothesis testing, and (iii) standard errors (3~s) for the esti~ated parameters.
For the LS methods a counterpart to (i-jii) has emerzed, nanely ( j ) LS estimation, ( j j ) Stone-3eisser (3'3) tes king for predictive relevance, and ( j j j) 3E sssesement by John Tukey's jackknife.
Although (jj-jjj) are fundamental tools of nodel building they are as yet l2rgely
unknown. Fence the next part of my talk will be a discourse on ML vs. LS modeling, with emphasis on fundamental features cf essmptions, pa--meter esti?;,ation, model evaluati~n, and assessment of SEs .
4.1
Assumptions ML (Maximuu Likelihood) L3 (Least Squares) (a) The observsiions are jointly ruled (a) L3 is distribution-free, except for by a specified nultivariate distribution; predictor specification; (b) the distribution is subject to (b) independence of the observstions independent observations. is not required,
The LS zssumptions are more general by a quantum kap. In consequence, L9 is of more broad scope than ML both in theoretical znd applied work; LS is more flexible in the adaptation: to specific features in the applicstions,
Paraneter estimstion
The Likelihood Function is maximized. The residual variances are minimized. ML estimation is technically difficult, ani the difficulties increase with the size of the model. Tn comparison, the implementation of LS estiaation is easy, snd the size of the model is rarely s problem. As a rule, L3 is speedy on the computer.
4.3.
Model evaluation,
Zypothesia testing by the Likelihood 3atio
The SG test for prkictive relevance Every node1 is an approximation, a more or less close approxi~ation. Hence the yes-or-no qusstion of ?.fL hypothesis testing is wrongly posed. The ML null hypothesis is that the model is true; as is well knolirn the Likeli'iod Hstio will reject the nodel sooner or lzter as N (the number of ob.;ervationu) increazes.
7
The SG test criterion CJ2 is an X-evaluated without loss of degrees of fr-edom.
3
Tf Q < 0 the model is not predictive, whereas Q-> 9 indicates the degree to which the model is predictive.
4.4
3tandard errcrs ( SEs! 3E asaessx2nt by the classics1 formla SE assessment by Tukey's jackknife.
The SG test gives jsckknife SEs as z by-product.
On the !4L sssumptiona, and asymptotJackknife 3Es are realistic assess- As illustrated in Fg.2 the simplification in the theoretical design relative to the corresponding Causal Chain system is larger for PldLVs than for ID systems. Fg.2 further illustrates that ML estimation is technically difficult both for Pus and ID systems, that LS reduces the distance from the theoretical model to the statistical technique, and that the reduction is larger for PMLVs than for ID systems.
In the published reports on B6L estimation of PnVs and ID systems the models are small or smallish, whereas the size of the model is rarely a problem in FP and PLS applications.
5.
model in^ with latent variables (LVS)
5
Turning from the left to the right in Fg.1, the historical evolution of the sizple model 1% is illuinating. C.L. Spearman in 1904 lsunched the General Factor model of human abilities, in symbols:
w3ere x measures the j-th ability of the n-th person, with measurements given as j n deviations from the rnesnsj Z is the loading of the j-th ability; is the Generel j Factor, and ' n the factor score of the n-t'r, person; E, is the s~ecific factor of J the j-th ability. The specific factors are assumed to be uncorrelated, giving the 9SU standardization (lo), ~nd ,writing A = vsr( gj) , the >.:ultipl?-factor model of the structure is:
In words, the loadings model the correlation structure, except that the specific factor variances nust be added in the diagonal.
In lack of estication methods in keepin5 with the noncorral?ticn (9) of tk.e sdecific factors, the fsctor nodels ( 8 ) snr! (12) for General and blultlple-fsctor models with uncorrelnted specific factors.
In these innovstic~s there ie a tllrofold parting sf the ways: difference in purpose, and difference in estimation techniqus.
Purpose:
The Generzl and Multiple-factor ffizdels estiaate the correlation structure. The Prir.ci;;al Con;ponents nodel (151, also knwn as Sir,g:e Vllue Decomposition, ~riodels tke data x -in t,erins of the estimated losdings and cozponent scores. The ranqes of the subscripts will often bz tacitly understood. i:st~ that t,T in !~))-og) correspond t:, i;, N in ( 8 ).
The croas products of the raw 3atz (175)-('18 b) constitute the product data.
3
Tnner relations. Linesr rzlstions subject to predictor specification: for all a and t . 'dold (1978, 198C, 1983a)- st4 Product data input. It is immediate ~atter to carry over ths FLS algorithm (24)- (24) fron raw data input to product data input. The ensuing procedure is more speedy on the cozputer, and the resulting pararnet,er estimates are numerically the same, except for rounding errors. The difference is thst for each LV the product dats only sive ageregate values over t, suck! zs means and variances of the LV estisates, whereas raw data input is needed to obtain estlnates of the cave values Zat (t = 1, P) for each LV.
::-5 Cozputer programs of the PLS algorith~ (a2nual and tapes) are available at no;?linal cost, snd cover '90th raw ?.a+,a inp:~t sr~d product data input; Lchnijller, 1051..
8
PLS modeling: Extensions of the basic design.
Thanks to the senerality of being distribution-free, PLS modeling allows an array of extensions. 4$5 Hierarchic structure of the LVs as modeled by PLS is analogous to the hierarchic structure in psychometric factor arlalysis pioneered by L.L. Thurstone (1935 Thurstone ( , 1947 .
5 Nodels with feedbacks or interdependencies in the inner relations; !dadel in Fg.1.
The estimtion combines the FP algorithm vith the second stage of the PLS slgorithn.
7
Monli~esrities in the inner relations. A rather strsightforward case:
A sophisticated case at the research frontier of PLS: The three LVS of the model fit, fZtJ 9 form the first level of s hierercllic structure where st the second l.?vel tk.ey satisfy a third-degree eqttion:
In this model $It -say involve discontinuities in the sense of Thon's catastrophe theory.
9.
Applications of PLS modeling.
Initiated some ten years ago, FLS is nolw firmly consolidated, and is ra~idly-gaining momentun. The reported apclicstions range f roa. reproducible data in natural science and medicine to the nonreproducible data of socioeconomic, behavioural azd political sciences. The central and yet broad realm cf FLS is reserck. confuexts that -simult~neo~sly are data-rich and theory-primitive. ~ver larger models sre being reported, and it is safe to say thst FT,5 has its forte In the 3nalysiS of lari;e complex systems. For example, the educational model ins1 is a synthesis of six recent models that deal with specific aspects of educational systems.
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The broad scope and flexi'sility of the FL3 approsch is reflected in the diversity of PL3 applic2tions. The data can be scalar, crdfnal, or categorical; the inner relati2ns can be linear or nonlinssr; the purpose can be prediction, classification, or causal analysis. To estimate these unh~mns PLS is parsimonous in using weights "' j h as auxiliary tools, namely in all 1 .(H .) weights.
1 J 3t4 PU has reduced the distance between statistical theory and substdntive analysis. 
9.
Cutlook. Breaking away from the ML mainstream, and placing emphasis on ap?lied work, PLS hss from the outset attracted active interest from substantive reseehers.
FL3 modeling cornbined with the SCi and jackknife methods now constitutes a distri bution-frse approach of general scope for quantitative s;rstems analysis.
In tnis broad perepective PL3 modeling is a*, an early st.age of evoluti~n.
There is an abundance cf potential applic?.tions, including zany rids where systeas analysis is still at the qualitative stage. In the pasaage from qualitative to quzntitative analysis, of course, the scarcity or lack of adequate data is +,he main problea. Hence for 3 long tiae to come the progression of' PL3 to new fie123 of' quantitative sjrstezs snalysis ?/ill very much be a matter of dnza work, substantive theory and dsts 7,iork.
